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Huey fertilizing
in South Africa
by Eugene Kalafatis
Heli-Tractor
Many of you have followed my stories
over the years. You have watched our
helicopter fleet grow from an R22 to a
R44; on through the Enstrom and
now the big boy — the UH1H Huey. Why the Huey?
The Huey would allow
me to be productive
year-round. I
could spray
The big Huey coming
and fertilize
around in a turn
in the
with its sling load.

summer, while
attending to my first firefighting
contract during the winter.
In the search for a Huey, I found
an excellent, type-certified Garlick
Helicopters machine from Montana. A
South African friend of mine now runs
the Garlick facility and convinced me
the Huey should have the big 1,400
SHP engine, as well as all the other
“goodies” installed. After buying the
helicopter, I focused on something that
has never been done in South Africa fertilizing crops from a helicopter.
I have very strong ties to New
Zealand from my experience with the
HeliPod spraying equipment for the
R22 and R44. My heart started racing
when I discovered IMS Helicopter
Equipment Specialist of New Zealand.
They sell fertilizer buckets for
helicopters! I contacted the owner of
IMS, Richard Lane. He was delighted
to send pictures and specifications with
available options for a fertilizer bucket
that could easily handle one ton of
fertilizer.
IMS calls their buckets Ground-Effect
spreading buckets. The IMS buckets
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are simple,
clean and very well
made. There are no hydraulic
lines or oil reservoir. It was also
significantly less expensive than other
models.
I explained to Richard what I wanted
and that I would be using a Huey
for the job. I needed the capability
to spread up to 500-600 kg/ha in
one swath; but most of my work was
going to be between 100-250 kg/ha.
Richard said he would custom build me
a bucket that would weigh only 169
kilograms.
IMS installed a large spinner that
is driven by a 16 HP Honda V-Twin
engine that could easily handle the
volume I needed. As for the gate
opening options, there are two: a
24-volt electric with somewhat slower
open and close speeds or a small
on board compressor that provides
quicker opening and closing with less
hassle (approximately .3 seconds to
open and shut). I decided to purchase
the on board compressor unit.
Now with a different and much
larger helicopter and a new fertilizer
bucket on the way, I needed to start
marketing the idea of topdressing by
helicopter, primarily for sugarcane

and pastures. This service had
never been offered in South
Africa and many growers
weren’t certain of its
operation. They
wanted to
see it work
before making
any decisions. I
managed to get
a few customers to
commit, so I was set.
My plan was simple:
spread fertilizer
and ask the
others

to
watch.
I installed a TracMap
GPS in the Huey. It is also
manufactured in New Zealand. I have
operated the TracMap four seasons
and can say that for a helicopter, it
is by far the best, easiest and most
compact GPS system I have ever used.
Slinging a bucket eight meters under
the Huey, while maintaining 60 feet
above the crop in rolling terrain was
going to require getting used to. I
needed a laser altimeter. Its accuracy
would help me maintain a steady
altitude during the application. I
mounted it on the forward inspection
plate below the collective.
Eager to try the new unit, I fired up
the old girl and slowly lifted into a
hover. As I lifted, the unit displayed
my height above the ground. On the
display is a small triangle that shows
the direction to lift for my desired
application height. At exactly 60 feet
the triangle disappeared. I continued
vertically only to see another triangle
pointing to descend. How did I
spray all these years without this
technology? Now, I was really excited!
I had an awesome Huey, the best GPS

and a laser altimeter...I was going to
sleep in my machine!
The IMS fertilizer bucket arrived
in an impressive shipping crate. We
opened up the crate to see a new,
shining stainless steel work of art.
The workmanship was excellent. The
welds were the best I’ve seen. After
unpacking and assembly, I began
installing the electrical system for
the bucket. IMS had provided me
the wiring diagram, simplifying the
installation.
After several hours sorting out the
wiring of the system to the Huey, the
moment of truth hit me...was it going
to work? Battery master switch on...all
good so far. The switch for the bucket
turned on and the small 24-volt
compressor came to life.
While waiting for the
compressor to

build
up enough air
to switch off, I looked at the agitator.
It wasn’t working! What I had done
wrong? When the required air pressure
was reached, I activated the cyclicmounted switch to open the gate.
Immediately there was this sound of
air and a very quick opening of the
gate. I went over for another look in
the bucket to see the agitator working.
The clever boys at IMS designed the
agitator to work only when the gate is
open. To verify, I closed the gate and
sure enough the agitator stopped.
I was itching to go test the bucket
over the sugarcane I was farming. I
needed to select the proper size gate
plate. IMS offers plates with different
size diameter holes. The design allows
easy removal of the gate to pop out

the plate and install the one closest to
the kg/ha required.
I climbed in the Huey with the bucket
positioned forward of the aircraft nose
with the spinner rotating at its correct
RPM. I wanted to see the spread,
so I opened the gate for a second.
The fertilizer came gushing out in a
complete 360 degree arch, excellent. I
eased in the collective and the blades
whipped me up into a low hover.
With a quick glance to check engine
temps, pressures and RPM - all good,
I added more collective. I knew with
the added cable length to the bucket,
I should break ground with it at eight
meters. At six meters, I checked the
mirror between my feet and could see
the slack in the cables been taken up.
At exactly eight meters on the laser
altimeter, the bucket broke away from
the ground. I ascended into a high
hover to check for bucket movement.
The bucket was positioned with its
Honda engine in the front and wing
in the rear. I moved the stick slowly
forward to an airspeed of 50 knots.
Looking in the mirror, I could see the
bucket was very stable with the wing
really doing its job.

I was amazed. Anyone
who does sling work,
knows what it is like to
carry a load and it doesn’t

With only a six meter sling, it could
be short for a nose landing. Entering
a hover over the pad, I allowed the
bucket to touch the ground. I reduced
power to add slack to the sling and
slowly started to track rearwards to
position the bucket forward of the
nose. I landed with the bucket in front
of me. However, it appeared the sixmeter sling was too short for comfort
considering the height of the bucket
with the Huey’s skids on the ground.
I lifted off and set up to position the
bucket on the right side. This proved
to be much better. I had a good view
of the bucket and there was sufficient
cable length. I shut down the beast,
exited and switched off the Honda
engine, thinking this endeavor was
money well spent. Now, I needed to
impress the local farmers.
Three days later was a perfect day
with mild temps and no wind. It would
be my proving day and my first job.
At first light, my crew and a few local
farmers arrived at the landing zone to
wait for 15 tons of fertilizer in 50 kg
bags. The mission would be spreading
80 kg/ha of a new “black” urea over
sugarcane.
One of the farmers gave me
directions to the field. On my
approach, I noticed power lines
running across the field. They looked
to be about 10 meters above the crop.
My application height would be 18
meters (60 feet). That gave me an
eight-meter gap, if I flew the numbers

Eugene Kalafatis piloting his UH-1H Huey over South Africa.
Note TracMap unit on the Huey’s glareshield.

Waiting on the Huey to return for a
load of fertilizer.

Setting down for the load.

Loading the hard way. HeliTractor is waiting to see if
helicopter fertilizing catches on
in South Africa before investing
in a loader truck.

always do what you want!
I positioned for the sugarcane field,
crossed referenced the laser altimeter
and started a descent to a 60-foot
application height. At the threshold
of the field, I opened the gate and
instantly there was a white arc of urea
bellowing out of the bucket. I stuck my
head out of the Huey to look at the
pattern...it was perfect. At 100 kg/ha,
the operational swath was 36 meters.
The bucket was throwing further than
that, so this distance allowed for an
overlap. Approaching the end of the
field, I activated the gate giving an
instant snap shut. I added power to
start my turn for the next run, finished
the field and headed back for landing.
Was it better to position the bucket
on the nose of the Huey for landing or
on my right side (pilot) to see it better?

Heli-Tractor’s Huey picking
up another load of fertilizer
with the IMS Ground Effect
stainless steel bucket.
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Monitoring the bucket while in flight using a mirror.

The IMS Ground Effect bucket with its Honda engine and
compressor assembly.
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correctly. I could see I was at the right
altitude and continued to set up for the
first run. I could see the power lines
getting closer. Laser numbers good, I
was over the lines, phew!
I tracked straight to the end of the
run, marked again and now had my
A/B line set. I climbed away, pulling in
some power for the left turn. I looked
down at the mirror to see the swing
with this load. I was surprised, as it
wasn’t bad. I decreased power to turn
left. I advanced the TracMap to 1-left
and descended for my next swath.
At the correct altitude and position,
I opened the gate and flew across
the field toward the power lines. As
I approached them, for the first time
in my ag career I felt confident about
the location of the power lines; I knew
I was safely over them and out of
danger. Several more runs completed
and the bucket empty, I returned to
the LZ. In a hover, I glanced down
to see 15 new bags waiting to be
loaded. I positioned the bucket close
to them and slowly reduced power.
The Huey’s downwash was entering
the bucket causing a slight left to right
swing. I eased down and concentrated
on catching the swing at the right

moment. Like an old grandfather
clock’s pendulum ticking, I watched the
swing, adjusted my height and at the
right moment lowered the collective.
The bucket settled on the ground next
to the opened bags. My ground crew
grabbed the sling cables and I landed
left of the bucket. I could see smiles on
farmer faces...this was good.
I had decided to not make any flying
swath tests and spread pattern checks
before I flew my initial application.
I had very good info from IMS
concerning application rates. Richard
had given me an application rate
table compiled from years of field
applications.
My next job was over a pasture of cut
grass. This would be good for seeing
the distribution pattern. I applied 125
kg/ha of white urea using a swath of
36 meters. Afterwards, I walked the
field with the farmer. The pattern was
constant and uniform. The farmer said,
“Man, this spreads better than my
tractor!” What more could I ask for?

